Imagine a humanities network with the sharing power of Academia.edu, the archival features of an institutional repository, the community experience of the best academic conferences, and a commitment to open-source software. Now imagine that this network, a nonprofit run by scholars, doesn’t want to sell your data or generate profit from your intellectual property. That network already exists: Humanities Commons.

**Humanities Commons . . .**

- Helps humanities scholars craft a professional online presence with feature-rich profiles.
- Connects scholars with others across disciplinary and geographic boundaries.
- Features an open-access digital repository, CORE, for archiving and sharing humanities research, projects, writing, educational resources, and more.
- Provides simple tools to help users build hosted and networked WordPress sites for conferences, publications, and personal use.
- Is open to anyone working in the humanities.

**Sign up at hcommons.org.**

*Humanities Commons*, a project of the Modern Language Association, is generously funded by a grant from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.
E-books are available from Apple, Amazon, Kobo Books, and Barnes & Noble.

**RETHINKING DOCUMENTATION FOR THE DIGITAL AGE**

**MLA Handbook**

**8TH EDITION**

Shorter and redesigned for writers at all levels, this groundbreaking new edition of the *MLA Handbook* recommends one universal set of guidelines, which writers can apply to any type of source.

The new *MLA Handbook* contains

- Visual aids
- Lots of examples
- Expert tips
- Classroom tools

“This is the most succinct and sensible revision to MLA documentation style in my long career.”

—Andrea A. Lunsford, Stanford University

Available now. 146 pp. E-book available from the retailers below.
PAPER ISBN 978-1-60329-262-7 • $15.00 (MLA members $10.50)
Large-print edition ISBN 978-1-60329-263-4 • $20.00 (MLA members $14.00)

**DISCOVER EVEN MORE ONLINE**

**style.mla.org**

The only authorized Web site on MLA style, the new *MLA Style Center* is the free online companion to the *MLA Handbook*. No registration or site license is required.

- Guidelines on formatting research papers
- Ask the MLA
- Sample research papers
- Teaching resources
- Writing tips

Get updates and news about MLA style at style.mla.org.

“Seriously helpful for classroom teachers.” —School Library Journal
NEW TITLES

Teaching Australian and New Zealand Literature
NICHOLAS BIRNS, NICOLE MOORE, and SARAH SHIEFF, eds.
“This volume provides resources and contexts for teaching Australian and New Zealand literatures for those increasingly worlded literature classrooms outside Australia and New Zealand.”
—Philip Mead, University of Western Australia

The writing of Australia and New Zealand, though influenced by European literary movements, has developed on its own. This volume introduces themes such as the tension between the local and the global; the experience of the frontier; and the stories and perspectives of convicts, migrants, and refugees.

CLOTH ISBN 978-1-60329-287-0 • $45.00 (MLA members $31.50)
PAPER ISBN 978-1-60329-288-7 • $29.00 (MLA members $20.30)

Approaches to Teaching the Works of Assia Djebar
ANNE DONADEY, ed.
“Timely and engaged with historical, linguistic, and aesthetic questions of interest to literary scholars in a variety of fields, this book provides standard as well as innovative pathways for a number of possible courses.”
—Françoise Lionnet, Harvard University

This volume discusses French- and English-language editions of Djebar’s writing and provides biographical information about Djebar. Essays cover translation studies, Islamic feminism, colonial and postcolonial contexts, and autobiographical writing. Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak provides an afterword.

CLOTH ISBN 978-1-60329-295-5 • $40.00 (MLA members $28.00)
PAPER ISBN 978-1-60329-296-2 • $24.00 (MLA members $16.80)

Approaches to Teaching Baudelaire’s Prose Poems
CHERYL KRUEGER, ed.
“This [volume] would make a very useful guide to teaching Le Spleen de Paris, a work that is both accessible to a wide range of students and interestingly rich in problems for teacher and student alike.”
—Rosemary Lloyd, professor emerita, Indiana University, Bloomington

This volume explores Charles Baudelaire’s prose poems, which depict Paris during the Second Empire and offer compelling and fraught representations of urban expansion, social change, and modernity.

CLOTH ISBN 978-1-60329-297-9 • $40.00 (MLA members $28.00)
PAPER ISBN 978-1-60329-292-4 • $24.00 (MLA members $16.80)

Approaches to Teaching Shakespeare’s English History Plays
LAURIE ELLINGHAUSEN, ed.
“This collection brings together useful, well-written, innovative essays on teaching Shakespeare’s history plays and includes a wealth of new resources for classroom use.”
—Ann C. Christensen, University of Houston

Shakespeare’s history plays present challenges for teachers, who need to help students understand shifting dynastic feuds, manifold concepts of political power, and early modern ideas of the body politic, kingship, and nationhood.

CLOTH ISBN 978-1-60329-299-3 • $40.00 (MLA members $28.00)
PAPER ISBN 978-1-60329-300-6 • $24.00 (MLA members $16.80)

E-books are available from Apple, Amazon, Kobo Books, and Barnes & Noble.
E-books are available from Apple, Amazon, Kobo Books, and Barnes & Noble.

FORTHCOMING TITLES

Teaching Representations of the First World War

DEBRA RAE COHEN and DOUGLAS HIGBEE, eds.

The essays in this volume offer methodological maps for negotiating this complex pedagogical terrain of modernism, myth, music, nostalgia, transnationalism, colonialism, gender roles, films, and influenza.

CLOTH ISBN 978-1-60329-304-4 • $45.00 (MLA members $31.50)
PAPER ISBN 978-1-60329-305-1 • $29.00 (MLA members $20.30)

Approaches to Teaching the Middle English Pearl

JANE BEAL and MARK BRADSHAW BUSBEE, eds.

“These diverse essays should appeal both to medievalists and nonmedievalists teaching the course in surveys.”
—Randy Schiff, University at Buffalo, State University of New York

The moving, richly allegorical poem Pearl was written in Middle English by the anonymous poet who likely also penned Sir Gawain and the Green Knight. This extraordinary poem is a door into late medieval poetics and Catholic piety.

CLOTH ISBN 978-1-60329-291-7 • $40.00 (MLA members $28.00)
PAPER ISBN 978-1-60329-292-4 • $24.00 (MLA members $16.80)

Teaching Modern Arabic Literature in Translation

MICHELLE HARTMAN, ed.

The essays in this volume help instructors bring modern Arabic literature to students unfamiliar with the complexities of Arab politics, history, and culture. They deal with authors and contextual issues, such as translation, Arabic literature as world literature, and gender. In a bibliographic section, the volume provides resources for teachers.

CLOTH ISBN 978-1-60329-314-3 • $45.00 (MLA members $31.50)
PAPER ISBN 978-1-60329-315-0 • $29.00 (MLA members $20.30)

Teaching Laboring-Class British Literature of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries

KEVIN BINFIELD and WILLIAM J. CHRISTMAS, eds.

Teaching British laboring-class literature of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries means exploring ideas of class, status, and labor in relation to the historical trends (such as colonization, increasing literacy, transnational trade in goods and labor, and industrialization) that lie behind our experience of globalization, precarity, and consumerism today. This volume thus allows teachers to help students read this body of literature through genres of literature, the work of women and people of African descent, political movements, and various instructional situations.

CLOTH ISBN 978-1-60329-347-1 • $45.00 (MLA members $31.50)
PAPER ISBN 978-1-60329-348-8 • $29.00 (MLA members $20.30)
mla.org/books

E-books are available from Apple, Amazon, Kobo Books, and Barnes & Noble.

RECENTLY PUBLISHED

Approaches to Teaching the Novels of Nella Larsen
JACQUELYN Y. MCLENDON, ed.

“[A]n indispensable tool for scholars teaching Larsen at the undergraduate and advanced secondary or AP levels. The anecdotal stories about what approaches have been useful and what students have (and haven’t) enjoyed will guide teachers to the most effective ways to include Larsen’s novels on their syllabi.”

—Kate Baldwin, Northwestern University

CLOTH ISBN 978-1-60329-219-1 $40.00 (MLA members $28.00)
PAPER ISBN 978-1-60329-220-7 $24.00 (MLA members $16.80)

Approaches to Teaching the Plays of August Wilson
SANDRA G. SHANNON and SANDRA L. RICHARDS, eds.

“I am delighted with the range and quality of essays in this volume from established heavy hitters and exciting younger scholars. They are full of valuable perspectives and insights on a broad selection of Wilson’s plays that will register with both teachers and students.”

—Steven Tracy
University of Massachusetts, Amherst

CLOTH ISBN 978-1-60329-258-0 $40.00 (MLA members $28.00)
PAPER ISBN 978-1-60329-259-7 $24.00 (MLA members $16.80)

Teaching the Literatures of the American Civil War
COLLEEN GLENNEY BOGGS, ed.

“[T]his book stands as an implicit refutation of Whitman’s famous claim that ‘the real war will never get into the books’ and of Daniel Aaron’s more recent description of ‘the unwritten war.’ More important, it provides numerous points of access for instructors of this growing field.”

—Randall Fuller, University of Tulsa

CLOTH ISBN 978-1-60329-275-7 $45.00 (MLA members $31.50)
PAPER ISBN 978-1-60329-276-4 $29.00 (MLA members $20.30)

Approaches to Teaching the Works of Anton Chekhov
MICHAEL C. FINKE and MICHAEL HOLQUIST, eds.

“This volume brings together masterful teachers of literature who share expertise in how to read Chekhov’s work, gained over decades of working with undergraduates. A fascinating and instructive project which is both thought-provoking and pragmatic.”

—Angela Brintlinger
Ohio State University

CLOTH ISBN 978-1-60329-267-2 $40.00 (MLA members $28.00)
PAPER ISBN 978-1-60329-268-9 $24.00 (MLA members $16.80)

Approaches to Teaching Sand’s Indiana
DAVID A. POWELL and PRATIMA PRASAD, eds.

“This volume on Sand’s Indiana is greatly needed not only because the novel is widely taught but also because it could be taught better—and this volume provides exciting new insights for teaching it.”

—Annabelle Rea, Occidental College

CLOTH ISBN 978-1-60329-209-2 $40.00 (MLA members $28.00)
PAPER ISBN 978-1-60329-210-8 $24.00 (MLA members $16.80)

Teaching Human Rights in Literary and Cultural Studies
ALEXANDRA SCHULTHEIS MOORE and ELIZABETH SWANSON GOLDBERG, eds.

“The time for human rights and literature has clearly come. In this field, Goldberg and Moore are among the most qualified to edit a volume for the MLA Options for Teaching series. The collection will help to expand thinking—and questions—about these interdisciplinary studies.”

—Domna Stanton, Graduate Center, City University of New York

CLOTH ISBN 978-1-60329-215-3 $45.00 (MLA members $31.50)
PAPER ISBN 978-1-60329-216-0 $29.00 (MLA members $20.30)
A Research Guide for Undergraduate Students
6TH EDITION

NANCY L. BAKER and NANCY HULING

“This title holds place in the undergraduate reference canon alongside the *MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers*. It belongs in every undergraduate library and in the hands of students writing research papers on American or English literature.”

—Choice

The sixth edition shows undergraduates how to use their research time efficiently and how to locate and evaluate material available from electronic databases and the Internet.

Nancy L. Baker and Nancy Huling bring their experience as librarians to a concise tour of the typical college library and provide easy-to-understand summaries of the print and electronic research tools available to students.

$12.00 (MLA members $8.40)

Literary Research Guide

The sixth edition of James L. Harner’s *Literary Research Guide* is now available in a searchable online format for individuals.

“Animatedly, energetically, enthusiastically, and vigorously recommended . . . it should serve as a model for bringing a printed reference online.”

—Library Journal

Updated regularly, the *Literary Research Guide* is a selective, annotated guide to reference sources essential to the study of British literature, literatures of the United States, other literatures in English, and related topics.

Entries can be looked up in *WorldCat* and *Google Books*, and the *Guide* offers flexible search options.

TWO PRICING OPTIONS

$14.95/month, $89/year
MLA members receive a 30% discount.

TO ORDER
Web: www.mlalrg.org
E-mail: subscrip@mla.org
Phone: 646 576-5166

Line by Line
How to Edit Your Own Writing

CLAIRE KEHRWALD COOK

“*Line by Line* . . . encourages and facilitates a precision in English syntax and usage that will add force to the work of any writer.”

—College Composition and Communication

Remarkably accessible and a pleasure to read, *Line by Line* reveals the techniques used by professional editors to detect and revise flawed prose. Writers learn to catch their errors and to apply practical revision strategies that can be adapted to any sort of exposition. Hundreds of poorly written sentences are corrected step-by-step.

*Line by Line* concentrates, as no other book does, on specific ways to improve first drafts. It shows writers how to recognize and eliminate the stylistic faults that most often impede reading and obscure meaning.

$13.95 (MLA members $9.77)

On Compiling an Annotated Bibliography

2ND EDITION

JAMES L. HARNER

“Essential reading for any scholar or student thinking of compiling an annotated bibliography.”

—Choice

James Harner’s popular pamphlet, first published in 1985, has been revised and updated in the light of advances in computer technology and the availability of humanities databases. Harner offers useful information on planning research, organizing an annotated bibliography, compiling entries, using a computer to prepare the manuscript, and editing.

$10.00 (MLA members $7.00)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E-books available from Apple, Amazon, Kobo Books, and Barnes &amp; Noble.</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The MLA's popular and wide-ranging Approaches to Teaching World Literature series volumes, now numbering almost a hundred and fifty, focus on a particular text or author. Each volume surveys teaching aids and critical material and brings together essays that apply a variety of perspectives to the teaching of the subject. In these essays, experienced teachers discuss approaches and methods of presentation that they have found effective in keeping students engaged.</td>
<td>Go to <a href="http://www.mla.org/books">www.mla.org/books</a> for a complete list of Approaches to Teaching World Literature titles.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A broad-ranging series, Options for Teaching addresses pedagogical and professional topics of interest to teachers of language and literature. These collections of original essays provide historical perspectives, overviews of relevant issues, and useful resources for classroom methodology, curriculum development, course planning, and administrative organization.

Go to www.mla.org/books for a complete list of Options for Teaching titles.

Teaching the African Novel
GAURAV DESAI, ed.
† Cloth ISBN 978-1-60329-037-1
† Paper ISBN 978-1-60329-038-8

Teaching Anglophone Caribbean Literature
SUPRIYA M. NAIR, ed.
† Cloth ISBN 978-1-60329-106-4

Teaching British Women Playwrights of the Restoration and Eighteenth Century
BONNIE NELSON and CATHERINE BURROUGHS, eds.
† Cloth ISBN 978-1-60329-082-1

Teaching Early Modern English Literature from the Archives
HEIDI BRAYMAN HACKEL and IAN FREDERICK MOUTON, eds.

Teaching Early Modern English Prose
MARGARET W. FERGUSON and SUSANNAH BRIETZ MONTA, eds.
† Cloth ISBN 978-1-60329-052-4
† Paper ISBN 978-1-60329-053-1

Teaching Film
LUCY FISCHER and PATRICE PETRO, eds.
† Cloth ISBN 978-1-60329-114-9

Teaching French Women Writers of the Renaissance and Reformation
COLETTE H. WINN, ed.
† Cloth ISBN 978-1-60329-089-0

Teaching the Graphic Novel
STEPHEN E. TABACHNICK, ed.
Only paper edition available.
† Paper ISBN 978-1-60329-061-6

Teaching Human Rights in Literary and Cultural Studies
ALEXANDRA SCHULTHEIS MOORE and ELIZABETH SWANSON GOLDBERG, eds.

Teaching Italian American Literature, Film, and Popular Culture
EDVIGE GIUNTA and KATHLEEN ZAMBONI MCCORMICK, eds.
† Cloth ISBN 978-1-60329-066-1
† Paper ISBN 978-1-60329-067-8

Teaching the Latin American Boom
LUCILLE KERR and ALEJANDRO HERRERO-OLALIZOLA, eds.
* Cloth ISBN 978-1-60329-191-0

Teaching Law and Literature
AUSTIN SARAT, CATHRINE O. FRANK, and MATTHEW ANDERSON, eds.
† Cloth ISBN 978-1-60329-092-0
† Paper ISBN 978-1-60329-093-7

Teaching Life Writing Texts
MIIRIAM FUCHS and CRAIG HOWES, eds.
Cloth ed. available at paperback price.
† Cloth ISBN 978-0-87352-819-1

Teaching Literature and Language Online
IAN LANCASHIRE, ed.

Teaching Literature and Medicine
ANNE HUNSAKER HAWKINS and MARYLAIN CHANDLER MCENTYRE, eds.
Only paper edition available.

Teaching the Literatures of Early America
CARLA MULFORD, ed.
Cloth ed. available at paperback price.

Teaching Narrative Theory
DAVID HERMAN, BRIAN MCHALE, and JAMES PHELAN, eds.
Only paper edition available.
† Paper ISBN 978-1-60329-081-4

Teaching Nineteenth-Century American Poetry
PAULA BERNAT BENNETT, KAREN L. KILCUP, and PHILIPP SCHWEIGHAUSER, eds.
† Cloth ISBN 978-0-87352-821-4
† Paper ISBN 978-0-87352-822-1

Teaching North American Environmental Literature
LAIRD CHRISTENSEN, MARK C. LONG, and FRED WAAGE, eds.
Only paper edition available.
† Paper ISBN 978-0-87352-810-8

Teaching Representations of the Spanish Civil War
NOÉL VALIS, ed.
Only paper edition available.

Teaching Seventeenth- and Eighteenth-Century French Women Writers
FAITH E. BEASLEY, ed.
† Cloth ISBN 978-1-60329-095-1

Teaching Tudor and Stuart Women Writers
SUSANNE WOODS and MARGARET P. HANNAY, eds.

Teaching World Literature
DAVID DAMROSCH, ed.
† Cloth ISBN 978-1-60329-033-3

E-books are available from Apple, Amazon, Kobo Books, and Barnes & Noble.

Go to www.mla.org/books for a complete list of Options for Teaching titles.

PRICE KEY
* available in cloth for $45.00 (MLA members $31.50) and in paper for $29.00 (MLA members $20.30)
† available in cloth for $40.00 (MLA members $28.00) and in paper for $25.00 (MLA members $17.50)
TEXTS AND TRANSLATIONS

The Texts and Translations series provides students and faculty members with both important texts in languages other than English and high-quality translations that are not otherwise available at an affordable price. Publications in the series are aimed at students in upper-level-undergraduate and graduate courses.

Go to www.mla.org/books for a complete list of Texts and Translations titles.
E-books are available from Apple, Amazon, Kobo Books, and Barnes & Noble.

Claire de Duras

**Outika**
An English Translation
JOHN FOWLES, trans.

**Outika**
The Original French Text
JOAN DEJEAN, ed.
English translation
PAPER ISBN 978-0-87352-780-4 $8.95 (MLA members $6.27)
French text
PAPER ISBN 978-0-87352-779-8 $11.00 (MLA members $7.70)

Marceline Desbordes-Valmore

**Sarah**
An English Translation
DEBORAH JENSON and DORIS KADISH, trans.

**Sarah**
The Original French Text
DEBORAH JENSON and DORIS KADISH, eds.
English translation
French text

Marie Riccoboni

**The Story of Ernestine**
JOAN HINDE STEWART and PHILIP STEWART, trans.

**Histoire d’Ernestine**
JOAN HINDE STEWART and PHILIP STEWART, eds.
English translation
PAPER ISBN 978-0-87352-786-6 $7.95 (MLA members $5.57)
French text
PAPER ISBN 978-0-87352-785-9 $7.95 (MLA members $5.57)

François-Timoléon de Choisy, Marie-Jeanne L’Héritier, and Charles Perrault

**The Story of the Marquise-Marquis de Banville**
STEVEN F. RENDALL, trans.

**Histoire de la Marquise-Marquis de Banville**
JOAN DEJEAN, ed.
PAPER ISBN 978-0-87352-932-7 $6.95 (MLA members $4.87)
PAPER ISBN 978-0-87352-931-0 $11.00 (MLA members $7.70)

Isabelle de Charrière

**Three Women**
EMMA ROOKSBY, trans.

**Trois femmes**
EMMA ROOKSBY, trans.

Elsa Bernstein

**Twilight**
A Drama in Five Acts
SUSANNE KORD, trans.

**Dämmerung**
Schauspiel in fünf Akten
SUSANNE KORD, ed.

Bibliographies and Reference Works

**American Indian Literatures**
An Introduction, Bibliographic Review, and Selected Bibliography
A. LAVONNE BROWN RUOFF
Cloth edition available at paperback price

**Anglo-Irish Literature**
RICHARD J. FINNERAN, ed.
Reviews of Research

**Asian American Literature**
An Annotated Bibliography
KING-KOC CHEUNG and STAN YOGI, comps.

**Bibliography of Seventeenth-Century French Prose Fiction**
RALPH W. BALDNER, comp.
Index Society Fund Publications

**British Newspapers and Periodicals, 1641–1700**
A Short-Title Catalog of Serials Printed in England, Scotland, Ireland, and British America
CAROLYN W. NELSON and MATTHEW SECCOMBE, eds.
Index Society Fund Publications
Cloth ISBN 978-0-87352-174-1 $300.00 (MLA members $210.00)

**Chaucer’s Fame in England**
STC Chauceriana, 1475–1640
JACKSON CAMPBELL BOSWELL and SYLVIA WALLACE HOLTON
Cloth ISBN 978-0-87352-969-3 $65.00 (MLA members $45.50)

**Double Minorities of Spain**
A Bio-Bibliographical Guide to Women Writers of the Catalan, Galician, and Basque Countries
KATHLEEN MNCERNEY and CRISTINA ENRÍQUEZ DE SALAMANCA, eds.
Cloth ISBN 978-0-87352-397-4 $50.00 (MLA members $35.00)

**The English Romantic Poets**
A Review of Research and Criticism
FRANK JORDAN, ed.
Reviews of Research
Cloth edition available at paperback price
Cloth ISBN 978-0-87352-262-0 $25.00 (MLA members $17.50)

**The Female Bildungsroman in English**
An Annotated Bibliography of Criticism
LAURA SUE FUDERER
PAPER ISBN 978-0-87352-962-4 $10.00 (MLA members $7.00)

**Guide to Reference Works for the Study of the Spanish Language and Literature and Spanish American Literature**
2nd edition
HENSLEY C. WOODBRIDGE
PAPER ISBN 978-0-87352-968-6 $18.00 (MLA members $12.60)

**A Guide to Serial Bibliographies for Modern Literatures**
2nd edition
WILLIAM A. WORTMAN

**An Introduction to Bibliographical and Textual Studies**
4th edition
WILLIAM PROCTOR WILLIAMS and CRAIG S. ABBOTT
2010. 188 pp.

**Leo Spitzer on Language and Literature**
A Descriptive Bibliography
E. KRISTINA BAER and DAISY E. SHENHOLM
Cloth ISBN 978-0-87352-195-6 $25.00 (MLA members $17.50)


Tales of Crossed Destinies
The Modern Turkish Novel in a Comparative Context
AZADE SEYHAN
$45.00 (MLA members $31.50)
$29.00 (MLA members $20.30)

Three American Literatures
Essays in Chicano, Native American, and Asian-American Literature for Teachers of American Literature
HOUSTON A. BAKER, JR., ed.
$19.75 (MLA members $13.83)

Contemporary Critical Theory
A Selective Bibliography
DONALD G. MARSHALL
Cloth ISBN 978-0-87352-963-1
$32.00 (MLA members $22.40)
$15.50 (MLA members $10.85)

Disability Studies
Enabling the Humanities
SHARON L. SNYDER, BRENDA JO BRUEGGEMANN, and ROSEMARIE GARLAND-THOMSON, eds.
$25.00 (MLA members $17.50)

Language, Gender, and Professional Writing
FRANCINE WATTMAN FRANK and PAULA A. TREICHLER, with contributions by H. LEE GERSHUNY, SALLY MCCONNELL-GINET, and SUSAN J. WOLFE
$18.00 (MLA members $12.60)

Language Variation in North American English Research and Teaching
A. WAYNE GLOWKA and DONALD M. LANCE, eds.
$37.50 (MLA members $26.25)
$19.75 (MLA members $13.83)

Modern French Literary Studies in the Classroom: Pedagogical Strategies
CHARLES J. STIVALE, ed.

\[ \text{mla.org/books} \]

Textual Analysis
Some Readers Reading
MARY ANN CAWS, ed.
Cloth ISBN 978-0-87352-140-6
$12.00 (MLA members $8.40)
$8.00 (MLA members $5.60)

The Transliteration of Modern Russian for English-Language Publications
J. THOMAS SHAW
$5.00 (MLA members $3.50)

Guides for Department Administrators

Chairing the Foreign Language and Literature Department
ANN BUGLIANI, ed.
Published by the Association of Departments of Foreign Languages 1994. 128 pp.
$15.00 (MLA members $10.50)

The Future of Doctoral Studies in English
ANDREA LUNSFORD, HELENE MOGLEN, and JAMES SLEVIN, eds.
Cloth ISBN 978-0-87352-184-0
$32.00 (MLA members $22.40)
$15.50 (MLA members $10.85)

Interdisciplinary Approaches to Teaching

Disciplinary Identities
Rhetorical Paths of English, Speech, and Composition
STEVEN MAILLOUX
Cloth ISBN 978-0-87352-973-0
$37.50 (MLA members $26.25)
$19.75 (MLA members $13.83)

Integrating Literature and Writing Instruction
First-Year English, Humanities Core Courses, Seminars
JUDITH H. ANDERSON and CHRISTINE R. FARRIS, eds.
Cloth ISBN 978-0-87352-481-0
$40.00 (MLA members $28.00)
$25.00 (MLA members $17.50)

Teaching Children’s Literature
Issues, Pedagogy, Resources
GLENN EDWARD SADLER, ed., U. C. KNOEPFLMACHER, consultant ed.
Cloth ISBN 978-0-87352-366-0
$37.50 (MLA members $26.25)
$19.75 (MLA members $13.83)

Teaching Contemporary Theory to Undergraduates
DIANNE F. SADOFF and WILLIAM E. CAIN, eds.
Cloth edition available at paperback price
Cloth ISBN 978-0-87352-368-4
$19.75 (MLA members $13.83)

New Variorum Editions of Shakespeare

As You Like It
RICHARD KNOWLES, ed.
Cloth ISBN 978-0-87352-278-0
$80.00 (MLA members $56.00)

The Comedy of Errors
STANDISH HENNING, ed.
Cloth ISBN 978-0-87352-296-0
$120.00 (MLA members $84.00)

The Winter’s Tale
ROBERT KEAN TURNER and VIRGINIA WESTLING HAAS, eds.
$120.00 (MLA members $84.00)

All five New Variorum Editions of Shakespeare are available as a set. Priced separately at $480; five-volume set specially priced – Cloth $312.00 (Z3790)
† includes a CD containing the contents as text-searchable PDFs with internal links for easy navigation

Bibliographies to Supplement New Variorum Editions of Shakespeare

Henry the Fourth, Part One
A Bibliography to Supplement the New Variorum Edition of 1936 and the Supplement of 1956
MICHAEL KIERNAN, comp.
$10.00 (MLA members $7.00)

The Life and Death of King Richard II
A Bibliography to Supplement the New Variorum Edition of 1955
MATTHEW W. BLACK and G. HAROLD METZ, comps.
$10.00 (MLA members $7.00)

Twelfth Night; or, What You Will
A Bibliography to Supplement the New Variorum Edition of 1901
WILLIAM C. MCAVOY, comp.
$10.00 (MLA members $7.00)

Backlist

E-books are available from Apple, Amazon, Kobo Books, and Barnes & Noble.
**Backlist**

### Popular Classroom Titles

**For Upper-Level Courses**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Junior Faculty Development**

**A Handbook**


**What Is English?**

| Paper ISBN 978-0-87352-382-0 | $15.50 (MLA members $10.85) |

**The Teaching of Foreign Languages**

**An Introduction to Old French**


**An Introduction to Old Irish**


**An Introduction to Old Occitan**


**Learning Foreign and Second Languages**

**Perspectives in Research and Scholarship**

HEIDI BYRNES, ed.<br>1998. 322 pp.<br>Cloth edition available at paperback price<br>Cloth ISBN 978-0-87352-800-9 | $25.00 (MLA members $17.50) |

**A Linguistic Guide to Language Learning**


### For Upper-Level and Graduate Courses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Introduction to Scholarship in Modern Languages and Literatures</td>
<td>DAVID G. NICHOLLS, ed.</td>
<td>ISBN 978-0-87352-597-8</td>
<td>$40.00 (MLA members $28.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ISBN 978-0-87352-598-5</td>
<td>$25.00 (MLA members $17.50)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Redrawing the Boundaries**

The Transformation of English and American Literary Studies<br>STEPHEN GREENBLATT and GILES GUNN, eds.<br>1992. 595 pp.<br>Cloth ISBN 978-0-87352-395-0 | $45.00 (MLA members $31.50) |
| Paper ISBN 978-0-87352-396-7 | $25.00 (MLA members $17.50) |

**Preparing a Nation’s Teachers**

Models for English and Foreign Language Programs<br>PHYLLIS FRANKLIN, DAVID LAURENCE, and ELIZABETH B. WELLES, eds.<br>1999. 423 pp.<br>Paper ISBN 978-0-87352-374-5 | $25.00 (MLA members $17.50) |

**Women’s Studies and Issues**

**Courage and Tools**


**Diversifying the Discourse**

The Florence Howe Award for Outstanding Feminist Scholarship, 1990–2004<br>M I H O K O S U Z U K I and ROSEANNA DUF A U LT, eds.<br>2006. 342 pp.<br>Cloth ISBN 978-0-87352-982-2 | $40.00 (MLA members $28.00) |
| Paper ISBN 978-0-87352-947-1 | $25.00 (MLA members $17.50) |

**Recovering Spain’s Feminist Tradition**


**Teaching Women’s Literature From a Regional Perspective**


**Women’s Personal Narratives**

Essays in Criticism and Pedagogy<br>LENORE HOFFMANN and MARGO CULLEY, eds.<br>1985. 244 pp.<br>Cloth ISBN 978-0-87352-342-4 | $37.50 (MLA members $26.25) |

### Professional Topics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Academic Collective Bargaining</td>
<td>ERNST BENJAMIN and MICHAEL MAUER, eds.</td>
<td>ISBN 978-0-87352-972-3</td>
<td>$25.00 (MLA members $17.50)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**E-books are available from Apple, Amazon, Kobo Books, and Barnes & Noble.**
All books in this catalog are available at www.mla.org.

For faster shipping to the United Kingdom, Continental Europe, Africa, the Middle East, Asia, and Australasia, please place orders through Eurospan at www.eurospanbookstore.com/mla.

For overseas orders not placed through Eurospan, please allow 4–6 weeks for delivery.

MLA member discounts increase on orders of 30 or more items; write or call for further information.

Member discounts are available exclusively for personal purchases submitted by, paid for, and shipped to current members of the Modern Language Association. Member discounts cannot be applied to orders sent on institutional purchase orders.

Dealers are invited to inquire about trade terms.

Materials may not be returned.

All prices are subject to change without notice.

Shipping and Handling (domestic)

**US orders:** Add $5.00 for the first book and $1.00 for each additional book.

Domestic orders are shipped via UPS.

Allow four to six weeks for delivery.

Make check payable to: Modern Language Association.

**Canadian and Mexican orders:** Add US$10.00 for the first book and US$1.70 for each additional book.

**Canada, Mexico, Central and South America:** Please pay for orders with Visa, MasterCard, American Express, Discover, or international money order.

Shipping and Handling (international)

**Countries outside the U.S., Canada, and Mexico:** Add US$14.00 for the first book and US$2.75 for each additional book.

**International orders:** Please pay for orders with Visa, MasterCard, Discover, or American Express. International money orders are also accepted.

For faster shipping to the United Kingdom, Continental Europe, Africa, the Middle East, Asia, and Australasia, please place orders through Eurospan.

Eurospan Group
3 Henrietta Street
London WC2E 8LU
United Kingdom

**Orders can be placed by telephone, fax, or e-mail:**

Tel: +44 (0) 1767 604972
Fax: +44 (0) 1767 601640
E-mail: eurospan@turpin-distribution.com

**Web site:**

www.eurospanbookstore.com